Roman Lares
I finally managed to finish some of the Roman deities that I planned to end several years
ago.

Brass statue of Zeus with Patera. Height 13 cm.
Brass Hermes in Greek mythology and Mercury Height 10.5 cm.
Brass Zeus with lightning in his right hand and an eagle on the left 8,5 cm.
Apollo -7cm.
Hermes - 7cm.
Apollo - 5.5 cm.
Priap - 4.2 cm.

Brass statue of Zeus with Patera was made to imitate well the antique master. The youthful
Roman god of trade and commerce, Hermes in Greek mythology and Mercury. Wearing a
petasos hat. Money bag in his right hand.
I made the pedestals of my statuettes hollow from inside to reduce the weight. My creative
monogram is written inside. They look very good from every angle.

My version of the Roman Lararium Deities suitable to ours Lararium. Our club Lararium is
similar to that one of the Villa Carmiano, from the outskirts of Pompeii, along with my small
deities.

The variety of such deities in museum collections is great. Used successfully in
Budapest Aquincumi event.

Zeus with lightning in his right hand and an eagle on the left. 8cm., Apollo height 7 cm.,
Hermes 7 cm., and the small Apollo 5 cm., Priap 4 cm.
Some of my wax models.

Some of my favorite pedestal model. Musée gallo-romain de Lyon.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

There are many specimens in the archeological finds that are made of silver. So I decided to
make and one silver plated Zeus with Patera. Height 13 cm.

In the museum exhibitions can be seen different statues of deities made in antiquity of
massive silver.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Our Goddess Victoriа in the temple. This is our creative project inspired by the fresco of Civic
Museums of Reggio Emilia-Italy.

Size of the brass Victory: length 155 mm., width 100 mm. The pedestal is made of white marble.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

My replica of Hercules from KUNST HISTORISCHES MUSEUM
My replica of Hercules is refracted through my creative vision.As much as I tried to make
the wax figures identical, I couldn't. They have differences in many places. But this is what
happens in creative work.

The figure together with the club is height around 16 cm.
The club sticks is cast separately from the figure. As in some of the originals, the club is
missing , lost in antiquity.The pedestal is hollow and on the inside is written my creative
Latin name as an autograph.

Wax models are assembled separately and differ from each other, although I try to
make them similar. But this is what happens in creative work.
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